Fifth Grade Spelling and Vocabulary Words

Reprint the vocabulary words on the lines provided.

1. achievement: something completed successfully. ___________________________

2. undoubtedly: without a doubt, for sure. ___________________________

3. deteriorate: to fall apart, decay. ___________________________

4. option: alternative. ___________________________

5. frustration: a feeling of anxiety and dissatisfaction. ___________________________

6. jealousy: envy. ___________________________

7. Appalachian: A region of the United States in and around the Appalachian mountain range, or a person who lives in or is from the area. ___________________________

8. ancient: from ancient times. ___________________________

9. digest: to convert food into fuel for the body. ___________________________

10. amnesia: loss of memory. ___________________________

Find the vocabulary words that fit into these sentences.

“I thought I would be a great actor, but when I got up on the stage, I suddenly had ___________________________ and couldn’t remember my lines.”

“This ___________________________ computer is so old, it can’t connect to the internet.”

“Our team will ___________________________ win the science fair if we work together.”

Answers: amnesia, ancient, undoubtedly